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Half the Man, Twice the Man - Bill Germanakos - 10:00-11:00 am
Bill’s mantra on The Biggest Loser was: “To become half the man, so that he could be twice the man,” and standing 
at 5’ 8”, Bill went from weighing in at 334 lbs to 170 lbs, losing a total of 164 lbs, or 49.1% of his starting body weight. 
Impressively, Bill has kept himself healthy since this dramatic achievement over three years ago. After having been 
reeducated about diet and exercise, his goal is to “pay it forward” by helping to educate those who also struggle with 
obesity through lectures and workshops across the country. 

Winner of Season Four of NBC’s The Biggest Loser, Bill Germanakos is now an energetic wellness ambassador. In addition 
to massive weight loss, Bill lowered his cholesterol from 279 to 167, and dropped his waist size from 50 to 34. He motivates 
and inspires audiences to take control of their health, and ultimately their future.

A Take-Charge Health Plan for Women - Hyla Cass, MD - 11:15 am-12:45 pm
Internationally renowned Dr. Hyla Cass, M.D. will discuss the latest in natural solutions for women’s health, 
including how to: de-stress your life, balance your brain chemistry without drugs, fi ght estrogen dominance 
and naturally balance your hormones, and avoid blood sugar imbalances and related health problems. 

Hyla Cass, MD is the author of numerous articles and several popular books including Supplement Your Prescription, Natural 
Highs, and 8 Weeks to Vibrant Health. She appears regularly as an expert in the fi eld, on radio, TV (including The View, The Dr. 
Oz Show) and in various local and national publications, including the Huffi ngton Post. 

Conquering Fibromyalgia and Chronic Fatigue - Rodger Murphree, DC, CNS - 1:00-2:30 pm
Do you suffer with fatigue, muscle pain, depression, or insomnia? Contrary to what some doctors may have told you, you’re not 
crazy, lazy, or suffering from a Prozac defi ciency. It’s frustrating to continue to look for answers to these symptoms from doctors 
who don’t understand what you’re going through as a CFS or Fibromyalgia patient. In this lecture, you will learn strategies for 

overcoming your fi bromyalgia and chronic fatigue symptoms once and for all. 
Dr. Rodger Murphree is the author of Treating and Beating Fibromyalgia and Chronic Fatigue Syndrome:  A Patient’s 
Self-Help Manual among several other books. He has specialized in diffi cult-to-treat patients for the last 10 years. He 
is a graduate of the University of Alabama Birmingham (UAB) and is a board-certifi ed chiropractic physician.

Secrets to Boosting Brain and Vision Health - Robert Abel Jr., MD - 2:45-4:15 pm
Join award-winning ophthalmologist and author Dr. Robert Abel, Jr. in a ground-breaking discussion on boosting brain and 
vision health!  Dr. Abel will be discussing the powerful connection between brain and vision health as well as offering an 
explanation as to which nutritional supplements are benefi cial for these health concerns and why.   

Author of The Eye Care Revolution, Dr. Robert Abel, Jr. is a graduate of Wesleyan University and Jefferson 
Medical College.  He performed his ophthalmology training at the Mount Sinai Medical Center (NYC) 
and a cornea transplant fellowship at the University of Florida. Dr. Abel co-founded the alternative 
medicine curriculum at Thomas Jefferson University, where he is a clinical professor of ophthalmology.  

Natur-Tyme wants to help YOU 
Achieve We11ness in 2011!
Join us on April 10, 2011 for Natur-Tyme’s 11th annual health 
extravaganza. 9:00 AM-5:00 PM at the New York State Fairgrounds.

Tickets available at Natur-Tyme or online at www.natur-tyme.com.
$6 in advance! $9 at the door

The Nordic Naturals Room, 
Featuring our Keynote Speakers!
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Natur-Tyme wants to help YOU 
Achieve We11ness in 2011!
Join us on April 10, 2011 for Natur-Tyme’s 11th annual health 
extravaganza. 9:00 AM-5:00 PM at the New York State Fairgrounds.

The Back to Wellness 
Room, Featuring Top Local 
Health Practitioners 
• Back To Wellness: A Natural 

Health Improvement Center

• Borio Chiropractic Health 
Center/Baldwinsville 
Chiropractic

• East Side Acupuncture

• Healing Inspirations

• Healing Point Chiropractic & 
Acupuncture

• Infi nite Light Yoga/Center for 
Integrated Energy Healing

• Knox Chiropractic 

• Laurie’s Therapeutic Massage 

• Magnetic Personalities

• Manlius Veterinary Hospital

• McGrath Dental Caring

• Network Chiropractic 

• Syracuse Neurofeedback

• The Immortal Phoenix 

• University Chiropractic & 
National Healing Center

• Young Living Essential Oils

From Local to National, we have Dozens 
of Vendors Offering Raffles, Free 
Samples, and Healthy Tips that Work!

Stop by the Natur-Tyme Organic Outlet Clothing Boutique in the 
Crouse Hospital Hallway of Health to fi nd new spring fashions, 
yoga wear, lingerie, cute t-shirts, robes, dresses, skirts, active wear, 
and sweatshirts from these great brands:*

Achieve 
We11ness 
in 2011

Stop by the Austin 
Air booth to put your 
name in a free raffl e 
to win an Austin Air 
Healthmate Plus air 
purifi er 
($589 value)!
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 to put your 

win an Austin Air 
Healthmate Plus air 

The New Chapter Organics Room, Featuring the 
Best in Natural Health & Beauty and Supplements 
• Alaffi a
• Austin Air* 
• Beveri
• Carlson Labs
• Enzymatic Therapy/Nature’s Way
• Finger Lakes Eye & Tissue Bank
• Gaia Herbs
• Garden of Life
• Grindstone Farms/CSA CNY
• Herbal Answers/Herb Pharm
• Irwin Naturals & Nature’s Secret
• Jane Iredale/Natur-Tyme Cosmetologists
• Jarrow Formulas
• MegaFood
• Mychelle Dermaceuticals
• Natural Factors
• Nature’s Plus
• NEEDS
• Nelson/Bach
• New Chapter Organics
• New York State Epic
• Nordic Naturals
• Nutraceutical Vitamins
• Precision Wealth Management
• Pure Essence Labs
• Radius/Leap Organics
• Renew Life
• Solgar
• Sounds True/Heel
• Total Vein Treatment Center
• Wobenzym /Minami Nutrition
• Y94FM 
• Yerba Prima

Crouse Hospital Hallway of Health 
• Advanced Thermal Imaging 
• Center for Better Bones
• Crouse Hospital
• Natur-Tyme Clothing Outlet*
• New York Spine & Wellness Center
• New Times
• Quest Diagnostics
• Tierra Farms
• Women’s Health

Sample Tasty Food on the Third Floor:  
• Angie’s Kettle Corn/Organic Valley/ Honest Tea
• Aubrey Organics
• Blue Diamond
• Blue Marble Brands
• Bob’s Red Mill/Zico/Nancy’s 
• Clif Bar/Teeccino/Cascade Fresh Yogurt/

Yum Nuts 
• Country Choice Organics and Food Should 

Taste Good
• Crunchmaster Crackers
• Cutco
• Dr. Lucy’s/Bakery on Main
• High Country Kombucha/Sunsational 

Sunfl ower Milk
• Lundberg/Lakewood/Seasons 
• Mary’s Gone Crackers/Pamela’s/Enjoy Life 
• Nature’s Path
• New England Bakers/Once Again Nut Butter
• ProBar
• Smucker’s/Function Growers
• Speedy Greens
• Sunsweet Growers

*
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9:15 AM-9:45 AM
Manlius Veterinary Hospital: 
Healing the Whole Pet: Veterinary 
Acupuncture and Herbal Medicine
By: Dr. Jennifer Goetz

Using acupuncture, Tui Na 
(chiropractic and massage), 
dietary therapy, and Chinese 
herbs, help your furry family 
member regain mobility, 
address chronic medical issues, 

and achieve or maintain general well-being and 
quality of life. Dr. Jennifer Goetz provides an 
integrated overview of health, wellness, and 
healing, using the ancient art of Traditional 
Chinese Veterinary Medicine (TCVM). All 
attendees will receive a free 20-minute 
initial consultation coupon ($50 value). 

Dr. Jennifer Goetz is a companion animal 
veterinarian practicing in Manlius, NY. She 
utilizes both conventional and Traditional 
Chinese Veterinary Medicine on a daily 
basis and is recognized as one of the few 
practitioners of TCVM in CNY. 

10:00 AM-10:30 AM
Jarrow Formulas: Bone Up on 
Skeletal Health
By: Brad Douglass, PhD

Our skeletal system provides 
the framework for a healthy 
body. Yet we often fail to 
think about our bones 
until they begin to fail us.  
Come learn about vitamins, 

minerals, and nutrients that support healthy 
bones, young or old.  As recent research has 
further suggested, bone health involves much 
more than just calcium! 

Brad Douglass garnered a PhD from the 
University of Southern California in Organic 
Chemistry where his research concentrated 
on drug discovery. Dr. Douglass is a Jarrow 
Formulas educator and consultant.

Nordic Naturals
Omega Blood Sugar
60 softgels

$24.95
$18.69

Gaia Herbs
GAI-6373/GAI-6215
Women’s Libido/Male Libido
60 Capsules

$25.99
$17.99SAVE

31%

10:45 AM-11:15 AM
New York Spine & Wellness 
Center: Traditional and 
Complementary Medicine—
A Unique Approach to Conquer 
Pain 
By: Raymond J. Alcuri, MD and Mary C. Trusilo, MD

The workshop will cover many 
of the common modalities 
used to treat pain. Learn about 
interventional procedures 
including state-of-the-art 
techniques and the newest 
technologies used for pain 
control. See demonstrations 
of a variety of spinal nerve 
blocks for neck pain and 
back pain, radio frequency 
lesioning of nerves, and spinal 

cord stimulation. Other modalities, including 
opioid and non-opioid medications, trigger-
point injections, massage, acupuncture, 
and vitamins and supplements, will also 
be covered. All of these elements are part 
of our team approach to pain treatment. 
Audience participation for questions and 
demonstrations will be welcomed.

Dr. Alcuri is board-eligible in physiatry. 
His specialty allows him to treat acute and 
chronic pain conditions with emphasis on 
aggressive non-operative spine care. Dr 
Trusilo is a board-certifi ed anesthesiologist 
and board-eligible in pain medicine. She 
is a Certifi ed Clinical Densitometrist. Dr 
Trusilo’s specialties allow her to treat acute 
and chronic conditions with emphasis on 
aggressive, non-operative spine care.

11:30 AM-12:00 PM
New Chapter Organics: Whole 
Omegas, Whole Body, Whole 
Benefi t—A Whole New Approach 
to Fish Oil
By: Shauna Wall

A diet rich in fresh fi sh, 
like wild-caught salmon, 
is associated with healthy 
longevity. Natural wild-caught 
salmon contains a balance 
of vital Omega 3, 5, 6, 7 and 

9s, often referred to as “good fats.”  Explore 
the wide-reaching benefi ts of these healthy 
omegas and learn about the whole-food 
approach to fi sh oil as an alternative to the 
fractionated, highly-processed, and “purifi ed” 
oils on the market today. 

Shauna Wall is a National Trainer and 
Educator for New Chapter, Inc.  Shauna 
is a gifted teacher with a unique ability to 
emphasize benefi ts exclusive to New Chapter’s 
whole-food, whole-herb approach to health.   

12:15 PM- 12:45 PM
Back to Wellness: Nutrition 
Response Testing—Achieving 
Wellness for Life
By: Anthony Alphonso, DC

Dr. Alphonso will share 
how he utilizes Nutrition 
Response Testing to help 
you achieve wellness for 
life. His passion for whole 
food nutrition has helped 

transform his own health, his family’s, and 

The New York Spine & Wellness Room, 
Featuring Educational Workshops

aggressive, non-operative spine care.

NEW!

$18.69
SAVE

25%
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Jarrow Formulas
Bone-Up
240 Capsules

$28.95
$18.79

Nature’s Way
DIM Plus
120 Capsules

$39.99
$23.99$18.79

SAVE

35%

SAVE

40%

many patients.  Learn how Nutrition 
Response Testing can uncover your 
body’s malfunctions and the nutritional 
deficiencies or toxins causing them. 

Dr. Anthony Alphonso D.C. is one of a few 
doctors worldwide who has completed 
Advanced Clinical Training in Nutrition 
Response Testing.  He and his wife are 
local chapter leaders for the Weston A. 
Price Foundation.  Dr. Alphonso routinely 
provides wellness talks throughout Central 
New York.  (See page 12 for focus article).

1:00 PM-1:30 PM
Advancements in Minimally-
Invasive Surgery for Women 
By: Sargon Bebla, MD

One in three women 
in the U.S. will have a 
hysterectomy before 
she turns 60. While no 
woman wants to face 
surgery, today the vast 

majority of gynecologic conditions—from 
endometriosis to uterine fi broids, heavy 
menstrual bleeding, to cancer—can now 
be treated effectively without a big incision 
or signifi cant blood loss using da Vinci® 
robotic surgery. Dr. Bebla will discuss this 
type of surgery and how for example, a 
hysterectomy requires only a few small 
incisions, so you can get back to life 
faster—within days rather than the usual 
weeks required with traditional surgery. 

Sargon Bebla, MD, has used the da Vinci 
surgical technology for gynecological 
services since January 2009 at Crouse 
Hospital. Dr. Bebla earned his medical 
degree at Albany Medical College and 
completed his residency training at SUNY 
Upstate Medical University. Board certifi ed 
by the American College of Obstetrics and 
Gynecology, he is also an active member 
of the Onondaga County Medical Society, 
the American Medical Association, and the 
Medical Society of New York. In addition 
to da Vinci robotic surgery, Dr. Bebla’s 
interests include minimally access pelvic 

and laparoscopic surgery for pelvic organ 
prolapse and incontinence, endometriosis, 
pelvic pain, and infertility.

1:45 PM – 2:15 PM
Nordic Naturals: Achieving your 
Weight Management Goals with 
Omega-3s
By: Chris Mohr, PhD, RD

Omega-3 fats are known for 
reducing the risk of a number 
of diseases.  More recently, 
they have also been shown 
to play a role in improving 
weight loss, above and beyond 

diet and exercise alone.  This presentation will 
provide the current data on overweight and 
obesity and discuss the most recent data on 
fi sh oil for diabetes and weight management.  

Dr. Chris Mohr has a PhD in exercise 
physiology and is also a Registered Dietician.  
Offering an innovative and integrated 
approach to wellness, weight loss, nutrition, 
and exercise supported by years of experience 
in academic research and fi eldwork, he is 
a consultant to a number of media outlets 
including the Discovery Health channel.

2:30 PM- 3:00 PM
Total Vein Treatment Center: 
Treatment Options for Various 
Leg Veins
By: David Locastro, MD

Dr. Locastro will explain 
the different type of 
treatments available for all 
leg veins, including tiny 
spider veins and large, 
bulging varicose veins. He 

has extensive experience with multiple 
techniques including laser treatment, 
sclerotherapy, microphlebectomy, and 
diagnostic ultrasound. Whether your veins 
are unsightly, symptomatic, or both, Dr. 
Locastro can help.

David P. Locastro, MD has dedicated his 
entire practice to the elimination and 
treatment of spider and varicose veins.  

He is one of the fi rst physicians in the country 
to be board-certifi ed by both the American 
Board of Surgery and the American Board of 
Phlebology. Dr. Locastro has performed over 
2,000 major vein cases.

3:15 PM – 3:45 PM
Gaia Herbs: Vitality and Potency for 
Men and Women 
By: Bill Chioffi 

Throughout history, herbal 
remedies have been used for 
increasing sexual health for both 
men and women. In our modern 
times, there are many outrageous 
claims made about these herbal 

remedies and many people have become 
skeptical about their safety, with good reason. 
This talk will inform you about the science, 
history, safety, and effi cacy of herbs for sexual 
health and general men’s and women’s vitality. 
Come fi nd out what works and what doesn’t!

Bill Chioffi  travels throughout the United 
States teaching herbal medicine. He has 
worked extensively in the natural products 
industry for 17 years.  Currently, he is the 
Director of Herbal Education at Gaia Herbs. 

4:00 PM – 4:30 PM
Enzymatic Therapy: Hijacked by 
your Hormones?  Take Back your 
Body and Regain Control! 
By: Holly Lucille, ND

Are hot fl ashes, night sweats, 
mood swings, irritability, and 
weight gain taking over your 
daily life? Dr. Holly Lucille will 
explore why we are having so 
many symptoms during normal 

hormonal transitions like peri-menopause and 
menopause and how to safely and effectively 
manage them.

A Naturopathic Physician and Registered 
Nurse, Dr. Holly Lucille is the author of 
Creating & Maintaining Balance: A Woman’s 
Guide to Safe, Natural, Hormone Health. She 
has appeared on Montel Williams, Lifetime 
Television, and the Discovery Health channel.

New Chapter Organics
35% Savings off SRP
Wholemega Line Drive
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Garden of Life Room, Featuring     Yoga, Workshops, & Cooking Demos

YOGA!
9:15 AM – 9:45 AM 
Infi nite Light Yoga: Yoga for Wellness 
By: Tony Riposo

Start the day out right! Join Infi nite Light Yoga director Tony Riposo for a 
half-hour of yoga fl ow. Fun, easy, and everyone can do it. 

WORKSHOPS!
10:00 AM – 10:30 AM 
Healing Point Chiropractic & Acupuncture 
Oriental Medicine

Arc of Life: The Missing Link in Health Care
By: Dr. Sungwon David Yoo, D.C., M.S.A.O.M., L.Ac.

Dr. Yoo will explain a major reason why people can 
see doctors for years and still remain sick, diseased, 
and loaded with medications and not understand 
why they are still suffering. Attend this workshop 
and you will learn about the missing link.

Dr. Yoo is a NYS licensed chiropractor and acupuncturist 
who specializes in spinal reconstruction combined with acupuncture, 
joining Western and Eastern holistic practices. His newly-expanded clinic 
in Fayetteville, NY features a state-of-the-art digital x-ray system with 
advanced spinal imaging for the most thorough spinal evaluations.             

10:45 AM – 11:15 AM 
University Chiropractic & Natural Healing

Four-Element Holistic Healing for Migraines, Sinus Issues, 
Stomach Problems, Back Pain, Low Energy, and More!
By: Dr. Howard Walsdorf

Health problems and pain come from an imbalance in a 
set of four natural energies.  Find out how these energies 
can be rebalanced through Dr. Walsdorf’s specialized 
chiropractic and acupressure techniques, Chinese herbs, 
and nutritional supports.  You’ll also receive a free 
handout with special yoga-type exercises to strengthen 

these energies within you.

Dr. Walsdorf is a 28-year veteran of integrating Eastern and Western 
healing traditions, Director of the Syracuse Holistic Wellness Council, 
and the author of the book, Rebuilding Your Health the Holistic Way.

University Chiropractic 
& Natural Healing

NEWNEWNEWNEWNEWNEWNEWNEWNEWNEWNEWTHISTHISTHISTHISTHISTHISTHIS
YEAR!

Speedy Greens

Nurture-Your-Skin Sessions with Aubrey Organics’ Christine Shahin–Third Floor

• 10:00 AM-10:45 AM
Restore Dry & Combination Skin

 
• 11:00 AM-11:45 AM

Restore Oily & Combination Skin

• 1:45 PM-2:15 PM
Remedy Rosacea, Acne-Prone, or Sensitive Skin

• 2:30 PM-3:00 PM
Redress Razor Burn for Men’s Skin HealthNEWNEWNEWNEW

Achieve 
We11ness 
in 2011

• 3:00 PM-3:45 PM
Regenerate Mature Skin

Stop by the Natur-Tyme Cosmetologist booth in the New Chapter Organics 
Room for a Professional Analysis of your Skin!
Natur-Tyme’s licensed cosmetologist and esthetician Christina Murgia will be using a skin analysis results 
machine to analyze your pigmentation, skin density, and skin type. With this valuable information in your 
hands, you will know exactly what type of skin products you need to achieve a picture-perfect face!
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Garden of Life Room, Featuring     Yoga, Workshops, & Cooking Demos

12:45 PM – 1:15 PM 
Aubrey Organics: Cooking Up a Little Aubrey 
By: Christine Shahin

Pamper and hydrate your complexion with Aubrey’s Rosa Mosqueta line, the 
perfect antidote for dull, dehydrated, skin, fi ne lines, and other signs of aging.

Gather in the kitchen with licensed cosmologist and holistic beauty practitioner 
Christine Shahin as she shares how Aubrey Hampton makes his acclaimed all-
natural, hand-crafted formulas! Fresh samples will be available for your enjoyment. 

1:30 PM – 2:00 PM 
La Dolce Vita: Decorating Spring-Themed Cakes with Flair!
By: Maria Giacona

Maria will teach you both the classical piped decorative technique for elegant 
cakes and will also demonstrate how to make a whimsical cake with gumpaste 
fl owers.

Maria Giacona is a Culinary Institute of America graduate and owner/
executive pastry chef of La Dolce Vita Bakeshop in Auburn, NY. She 

specializes in custom-designed cakes and pastries that balance the simple with the 
extraordinary and the traditional with the innovative. 

2:15 PM - 2:45 PM 
Speedy Greens: Pasta-less 
Vegetarian Lasagna
By: Cathleen Kelly, RN, BSN, HNC, RM

Who knew that lasagna 
could taste delicious sans the 
pasta?! Cathleen Kelly (aka 
“Chef Kell”) demonstrates 
this simple dish, including 
how to make it vegan.

Cathleen Kelly is a green chef and owner 
of Speedy Greens organic food restaurant 
and store in Cicero, NY. This restaurant 
provides several options for vegetarians, 
vegans, and those who are on a gluten-free 
diet. Cathleen is also the founder and sole 
proprietor of Holistic Horizons, a private 
nurse-healer practice devoted to healing on 
all levels of body, mind, and spirit. 

COOKING DEMOS!
11:30 AM – 12:30 PM 
Garden of Life: Fun Recipes with Raw Food
By: Paul Nison

Some folks have the misconception that a raw food diet merely entails salads, fruit, and raw nuts, but Paul 
Nison will show you otherwise in his fun and engaging raw food cooking demonstration. Learn how to make 
a chilled red pepper soup, zucchini pasta with savory pesto sauce, and a delicious raw cheesecake.

Raw foods chef and educator Paul Nison has been eating a raw food diet since he was diagnosed with 
ulcerative colitis many years ago. With no other choice but surgery according to the medical profession, Paul 
decided to stop eating all cooked foods. Today he is 100% cured of this so-called “incurable disease” and 
still eats a mostly raw food diet. Paul has been featured on The Food Network and in several magazines and 
newspapers around the world.

Crouse Hospital’s da Vinci Robot Demonstrations in the 
Crouse Hospital Hallway of Health
The revolutionary da Vinci robot has been 
successfully used in the following surgical 
procedures, among many others: hysterectomy, 
myomectomy, mitral valve repair, gastric 
bypass, adrenalectomy, prostatectomy, and 
splenectomy. 

Demonstration Schedule:
• 11:00 AM
• 12:00 PM

Crouse Hospital’s da Vinci Robot Demonstrations in the Crouse Hospital’s da Vinci Robot Demonstrations in the 

Don’t miss 
Dr. Bebla’s talk on 

robotic surgery for 
women’s health at 

1:00 PM in the New 
York Spine & 

Wellness 
Room!

• 1:00 PM
• 2:00 PM – Featuring Dr. Bebla
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“I’ve tried everything.” That’s what I used to 
say whenever somebody would remind me 
about my weight. As a morbidly obese man, 
not even yet old enough to be classifi ed 
as “middle-aged,” I thought I had tried 
everything. I mean… I tried every diet that 
I could buy in the form of a pill or a shake, 
every diet that I had heard would work “for 

somebody like me.”  I ate the bacon, I pureed my fruits 
and vegetables, I sipped the cabbage water, and 
I replaced my coveted meals with drinks, bars, 
cookies, and smoothies. I bought the prepared 
food that I couldn’t afford and tried to be 
excited about the microscopic portions. 
Every diet that I had ever tried had 
worked, at least for the short-term, and 
yet the weight always came back. 

It occurs to me now that short-term 
weight loss is the reason that all of 
these so-called “DIET” plans offer 
that 30-day guarantee. I mean… 
ANYBODY can lose weight for 30 
days. We’ve all done it. It is also 
the reason that these companies 
make so much money. What 
makes me scratch my head is the 
fact that we keep going back to 
the same diet plans over and over 
and over again, because of the fact 
that they had worked for us at some 
point in the past. But had they really 
worked for us?  If the weight that we 
dropped came back, plus more, was 
that a successful diet plan? Had those 
diet products done their job?  Funny, 
but I have yet to hear of a diet plan that 
offers a two-year guarantee of weight loss and 
improved health. Chew on THAT for a minute. 

After all this effort to try to lose weight, after 
all the money spent, the hours reading books, 
the pills, shakes, bars, and prepared foods, the 
ONE THING that I came away without… every 
single time… was simply an education. I’m talking 
about an education from professionals on how to eat 
right, cook in a healthy manner, exercise for good 
health, and live a healthy lifestyle. 

The bottom line is that by the time that I reached 40, I 
was hopeless and helpless. Like so many other morbidly 
obese people just like me, I couldn’t shop in a normal 
store for something to wear and couldn’t fi t into a booth 

at my favorite diner or restaurant. I would buy clothes a 
couple of sizes too large knowing that I’d fi t into them 
soon, just as you would do for a growing child. As a 
former scholarship collegiate athlete, I grew depressed, 
and found my medicine in food. I leaned on food like a 
crutch and relied on it to take me away from a stressful 

situation. I lacked the willpower to say no. I would eat 
an entire box of cereal in the middle of the night. I was 

addicted. I was unhealthy. I needed help. I needed to 
be educated.

When I speak to groups now, I use 
the opportunity to “pay forward” what 

I learned on the ranch of The Biggest 
Loser. I discuss all of the “AH-HA!” moments 

that drove me to bare all in front of 20 million 
Americans. My presentation, entitled “Half 
the Man, Twice the Man” delves not only into 
what I learned while shooting the show, but 

what it took to lose 164 pounds or 50% of my 
body weight in less than eight months. I talk about life 

on the ranch, living under the watchful eyes of reality 
show cameras, and of the professionals who helped me 

to make the necessary changes to be healthy and extend 
my life. My discussions are meant to inspire, motivate, 

and educate those who hear them, and include a challenge 
for my audiences to create action plans and mantras of their 

own. When they rise to leave, my goal is that every single 
person in that room knows how blessed, lucky, and proud I 

am to be able to call myself “The Biggest Loser.”

By Bill Germanakos

My Journey to Becoming 
             “The Biggest Loser”

Achieve 
We11ness 
in 2011

Bill before
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Loss of energy? Hair loss? Chances are your thyroid 
needs checking! 

No wonder you’re tired. You’ve got a partner, kids, a career, and a second 
career as a chauffeur for the kids. You plan the meals, do the grocery 
shopping, cook, and supervise clean-up. Then there’s the housework, the 
yard, the bills, the laundry – and no, it never stops. But there is a difference 
between having a busy life and having no energy, and the difference could 

lie in the health of your thyroid gland. The small, bow-shaped thyroid gland converts iodine 
and tyrosine from food into thyroid hormones T3 and T4. These hormones are important for 
heart and bone health, as well as the metabolism that turns food into energy. An imbalance 
with thyroid hormones can lead to health issues that may affect up to 20% of American 
women. You could have low thyroid function if you experience fatigue or sluggishness, 
hair or eyebrow loss, weight gain, or coldness in your extremities. Ask your doctor for 
your thyroid numbers. Remember that the range of ‘normal’ for thyroid is vast so it can’t 
take into account personal requirements. Before rushing off to your doctor for a blood 
test, however, I suggest that you fi rst determine your basal body temperature. Your body 
temperature refl ects your metabolic rate, a rate that in turn is largely determined by thyroid 
hormone activity. The test is simple: all you need is a thermometer. 

Taking Your Basal Body Temperature

1. Take your temperature fi rst thing in the morning after you wake up. It’s important 
to measure temperature after you have had adequate rest.

2. Before going to sleep, place a thermometer by your bed. Shake it down to below 
the 95.0 degree mark.

3. Immediately upon waking, place the thermometer in your armpit (for 10 seconds). 
Hold your elbow close to your side to keep the thermometer in place.

4. Read and record the temperature and date.

5. Repeat the test for at least three mornings (at the same time of day).

6. A reading between 97.6 and 98.2 degrees F is normal. Readings below 97.6 may 
indicate hypothyroidism.

Note: Menstruating women must perform the test on the second, third, and fourth days 
of menstruation. Men and postmenopausal women can perform the test at any time.

ThyroSense®, a balanced nutritional and herbal formula can help, and is safe to use 
with medication for low thyroid. ThyroSense will support a healthy metabolism and 
may improve energy levels using a combination of the amino acid L-Tyrosine to facilitate 
production of thyroid hormones; the herb Ashwagandha to support thyroid function; 
and Guggul extract to help convert T4 hormone to the more potent T3. Supplementing 
a healthy diet with ThyroSense will help promote balance to your thyroid. The rest of 
your life is up to you! Remember to check with your doctor before taking this product or 
introducing any new dietary supplements into your diet.

Having a Personal Energy Crisis?
By Hyla Cass, MD

Natural Factors
MenoSense
90 Vcaps

$24.95
$17.49

Natural Factors
UriSense w/CranRich
90 Vcaps

$29.95
$20.99

Natural Factors
VeinSense
60 Vcaps

$26.95
$18.89

Natural Factors
AdrenaSense
120 Vcaps

$34.95
$24.49

Natural Factors
SexEssentials
90 Vcaps

$24.95
$17.49

Natural Factors
Thyrosense
60 Vcaps

$14.99
$10.49

Achieve 
We11ness 
in 2011

Save 30% off MSRP!
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Essential Therapeutics
Jump Start Kit 
$140.00
$98.00

Essential Therapeutics
Adrenal Cortex 
500 MG
60 Capsules

$28.00
$19.59

Essential Therapeutics
5-HTP 50 MG
120 Capsules

$30.00
$20.99

Essential Therapeutics
Digestive Enzymes
90 Tablets

$24.00
$16.79

Essential Therapeutics
CFS/Fibro 
Support Pack
$63.00
$43.99

Do you suffer from anxiety, fatigue, and chronic pain, yet are told 
you’re crazy, lazy, or depressed. If so, you’re not alone. Anyone would 
be made crazy if they went days without sleep, had diffuse chronic 
pain, no energy, no answers, no life, and no hope. 

The traditional drugs of choice for fi bromyalgia include: Nonsteroidal 
anti-infl ammatory drugs (NSAIDS), antidepressants, anticonvulsant 
medications, muscle relaxants, tranquilizers, and pain medications. 

While they may provide short-term relief, their results are often fl eeting and their 
side-effects detrimental. 

For example, sleep drugs may cause short-term memory loss, fatigue, fl u-like 
symptoms, and depression. Tricyclic antidepressants may cause early-morning 
hangover, mental confusion, and lethargy. Selective Serotonin Re-uptake Inhibitors 
(SSRI) drugs may cause anxiety, depression, mental blunting, and lethargy. 
Benzodiazepines may cause depression, fatigue, and decreased mental function. All 
of these drugs are known to deplete at least one or more essential mood-dependant 
vitamins, minerals, or nutrients (B6, B12, CoQ10, folic acid, etc.). 

Research shows that most fi bromyalgia patients are defi cient in serotonin, dopamine, 
and norepinephrine. These three neurotransmitters (brain chemicals) are essential for 
optimal mood and mental function. Serotonin, also known as the “happy hormone,”  
helps regulate mood, sleep, digestion, bowel movements, pain, and mental clarity. 
Individuals with fi bromyalgia also have low levels of the amino acid, tryptophan, as 
well as 5-hydroxytryptophan (5-HTP), necessary for the production of serotonin. 
L-phenylalanine-derived norepinephrine, when released in the brain, causes feelings of 
arousal, energy, drive, and ambition. 

Both 5-HTP and SAMe supplementation can help these defi ciencies. 

Double-blind, placebo-controlled trials show that patients with fi bromyalgia 
experience decreased pain, improved sleep, less stiffness, less anxiety, improved mood 
and energy, and more from increasing serotonin through 5-HTP replacement therapy.

S-Adenosyl L-Methionine (SAMe) increases the action of several neurotransmitters 
including serotonin, norepinephrine, and dopamine, by binding these hormones to 
their cell receptors. One study shows that patients taking SAMe for a period of six 
weeks had a 40% reduction in pain and 35% improvement in their depression. 

A blend of vitamins, minerals, amino acids, and essential fatty acids comprise the 
necessary building blocks to alleviate fi bromyalgia symptoms. This includes malic acid, 
which helps the body make ATP (the body’s primary form of energy) more effi ciently. 
Magnesium helps ATP tp carry energy. Magnesium is also well regarded for its role 
in maintaining healthy mood, sleep patterns, and joint function. Amino acids are 
required for protein synthesis, which builds muscle, connective tissue, and other 
structures. Individuals with fi bromyalgia have been shown to be defi cient in several 
key amino acids, including methionine, tryptophan, phenylalanine, threonine, and 
lysine—all of which must be supplemented to restore healthy levels. I have formulated 
a product that includes these critical nutrients and more, in a convenient, easy-to-
remember “packet” system. By replenishing your brain chemicals through the proper 
nutritional support, you can rebuild your stress-coping savings account and even 
remember where you put your car keys.

Is Fibromyalgia Making You Crazy? 
By Rodger Murphree, D.C., C.N.S.

Achieve 
We11ness 
in 2011

Get Dr. Murphree’s  
electronic book 
Treating and 
Beating 
Fibromyalgia 
and Chronic 
Fatigue 
Syndrome 
for just $14.95!

Save 30% off MSRP!
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Memories rely on vision and creating a template in the brain. The 
eye/brain connection is vital to our functioning in the physical and 
digital worlds. The eye, like a headlight, is the forward extension 
of the brain. Visual impulses travel through the optic nerve and 
occupy 40% of the brain. There are 100 times as many vision fi bers 
as there are fi bers allocated to hearing. Light not only travels to 
the back of the brain (the occipital lobe) but goes to many other 

centers for balance, hand coordination, memory, facial recognition, etc. 

The eye is a bag of water with two lenses, the cornea and the crystalline lens, 
which focus light on the retina. The retinal photoreceptors receive the images 
and send them through the optic nerve to multiple higher centers in the brain. 
With about one million ganglion cells, the human retina can transmit data as fast 
as an Ethernet connection. Because of exposure to UV radiation, high levels of 
antioxidants are necessary to preserve your headlights, the eyes. 

All the cells in the body have a lipid bilayer comprised of Omega-6 and Omega-3 fatty 
acids. However, the retinal receptors and the brain neurons have DHA in both layers. 
DHA reduces the risk of macular degeneration, Alzheimer’s, heart disease; it improves 
patients with arthritis, diabetes, and elevated cholesterol. Pregnant women who 
supplement with DHA have children with better vision and higher IQ at age four.

Vitamin E is necessary to prevent deterioration of these essential fatty acids. 
Vitamin C, the water soluble antioxidant, refurbishes vitamin E and selenium is a 
coenzyme (helps vitamin E do its job). 

The carotenoids, lutein and zeaxanthin, are protective for the cones and Vitamin 
A is necessary for the rods and night vision. I formulated Able Eyes by Carlson to 
include the fi ve vitamins necessary for night vision and dark adaptation; they are 
DHA, lutein, bilberry, zinc, and vitamin A. Vitamin D is also included because it 
is protective of bone, eye health, memory, and the immune system. Vitamins K2, 
calcium, and magnesium are necessary to prevent osteoporosis. The B vitamins are 
coenzymes for nerve function with B12 essential for the optic nerve and for balance. 

The four stressors for the eye are UV light, dietary indiscretions, poor lifestyle 
choices, and unbalanced stress (in general). 
My book, The Eye Care Revolution, provides 
simple tips for prevention and reversal 
of common eye disorders. You should 
start your day with a healthy diet and 
appropriate supplementation. I have 
trusted and formulated Able Eyes and 
Right for the Macula with Carlson 
Laboratories because of their history, 
quality, and natural products. 

Boosting Brain & Vision Health: 
The Power of Nutrients By: Robert Abel Jr., MD

Carlson Labs
Right for The Macula
60 Softgels

$28.80
$18.75

Carlson Labs
Moistur-Eyes
90 Capsules

$19.90
$12.95

Carlson Labs
Able Eyes
30 Capsules

$19.90
$12.95

Carlson Labs
ACES + Selenium
90 Softgels

$25.50
$16.59

Carlson Labs
K-2 5MG
60 Tablets

$24.90
$16.19

Carlson Labs
Cala-DHA
60 Softgels

$24.90
$16.19

Achieve 
We11ness 
in 2011

Save 35% off MSRP!

Dr. Abel’s 
The Eye Care 
Revolution
$16.00
$13.99
Save 13%
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Gluten-Free Demo Day
March 8, 2011
2:00 PM-7:00 PM

This monthly sampling of 
gluten-free food is facilitated by Julie 
Procopio, Registered Dietician, who has a 
Nutrition Science MA, is a member of the 
American and NYS Dietetic Associations, 
and the dietician for the CNY Celiac Support 
Group. This month Julie will be sampling a 
homemade lemon cheesecake, a homemade 
fi ve-bean casserole, and other goodies. Julie 
will be available to answer questions about 
gluten. To arrange an individual appointment 
or tour of the store and our gluten-free 
options, call Julie at 671-5183.

Upcoming Nutritional Insights: 
March 6, 2011

Eastern medicine practitioners believe that health complications and 
pain occur due to an imbalance in a set of four natural energies. Find out 
how these energies can be rebalanced as Achieve We11ness workshop 
presenter Dr. Howard Walsdorf describes helpful chiropractic and 
acupressure techniques, Chinese herbs, and nutritional support.

March 13, 2011
Women, are you looking for natural solutions to de-stress your life, 
balance your hormones, avoid blood-sugar imbalances, and balance 
your brain chemistry? Leading women’s health expert and Achieve 
We11ness keynote speaker Dr. Hyla Cass, MD who has appeared 
on The View and The Dr. Oz Show will reveal strategies to help you to 
become optimally healthy without drugs.

March 20, 2011

Did you know that there is a connection between brain and 
vision health? Achieve We11ness keynote speaker and leading 
ophthalmologist Dr. Robert Abel Jr., MD discusses nutritional tactics 
for boosting both brain and vision power. Intriguing and amazing!

March 27, 2011

Suffering from fatigue, muscle pain, depression, or all of the above? 
Get relief with tips from Dr. Rodger Murphree, Achieve We11ness 
keynote speaker and author of Treating and Beating Fibromyalgia and 
Chronic Fatigue Syndrome: A Patient’s Self-Help Manual. 

April 3, 2011
Have you tried every diet in the book to lose weight? Are you 
beginning to feel unmotivated or helpless? Don’t give up! Achieve 
We11ness keynote speaker and season four winner of NBC’s The 
Biggest Loser Bill Germanakos shares his incredible story and 
extremely practical tips to help you lose weight for good!

Preview the Achieve 
We11ness in 2011 
Speakers on the Radio!!!

Take Charge of your Health… Naturally.
Nutritional Insights 
Sundays 10-11 am on 
WSYR 106.9 FM and 570 AM
Anytime at www.natur-tyme.com
Host Wendy Meyerson brings education and 
information to Syracuse with her weekly interviews
 with world-renowned experts in fi elds related to natural 
healing and complementary medicine. 

Achieve 
We11ness 
in 2011

We are pleased to 
announce the March 
winner of our customer 
recognition program, 
Elfreide Cucciarelli. She 
received a gift card for 
Natur-Tyme and a gift 

basket fi lled with some of her favorite 
items. This is what some of our staff 
members have to say about Elfreide.

“Freida is a one-of-a-kind 
customer.  Since I began working 
at Natur-Tyme in 2005, Frieda has 
consistently been able to put a 
smile on my face.  I truly appreciate 
her patronage and loyalty to Natur-
Tyme and always look forward to 
her almost daily visits!” – Andrew
 
“Freida cracks me up! You can tell 
she has a sharp wit…just an all-
around sweet lady” – Nick M.

Customer 
Recognition Spotlight:
Elfreide Cucciarelli

information to Syracuse with her weekly interviews

Now 
on FM!
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Indulge in 
March Madness Munchies!

      Toast to the 
Winning Teams!

40% Savings
Green Mountain Gringo 
Salsa
Choose from: Fire Roasted Chili/
Fire Roasted Garlic/Hot/
Medium/Mild
16 oz.

$5.79
$3.49

30% Savings
Shelton’s 
Ground Turkey 
Free Range
16 oz.

$6.59
$4.59

40% Savings
El Pinto 
Mexican Sauces
Choose from: Chipotle Smoky 
Medium/Chipotle Wild & 
Fiery/Green Chili Medium
16 oz.

$4.79
$2.89

30% Savings
El Rio 
Refried Beans
Choose from: Chili/Original
16 oz.

$2.29
$1.59

40% Savings 
Green Mountain Gringo 
Tortilla Strips
Choose from: White/Blue/Yellow
8 oz

$2.79-3.79
$1.69-2.29

33% Savings
Woodstock Farms 
Raw Organic Cheese
Choose from: Mild Cheddar/
Sharp Cheddar/Wisconsin Jack 
8 oz.

$5.89-6.19
$3.95-4.15

35% Savings
Desert Pepper 
Bean Dip
Choose from: Pinto Bean/Spicy 
Black Bean/Tuscan White Bean 
16 oz.

$5.39
$3.49

25% Savings
Westbrae 
Organic Beans
Choose from: Pinto/Black/
Chili/Garbanzo/Kidney/
Great Northern
15 oz.

$2.39
$1.79

Nachos Supreme!

Raw Organic Cheese

Find these In 
the cooler!

Mediterranean 
               Platter!

30% Savings
Ginger People 
Ginger Beer
12 oz.

$1.79
$1.25

31% Savings
Mt. Vikos 
Spreads
Choose from: Artichoke/
Baba Ghanoush/
Kalamata Olive/ 
Red Pepper Feta/
Roasted Eggplant
7.3-7.6 oz.

$5.99-7.29
$3.99-4.99

34% Savings
Suzie’s 
Puffed Cakes
Choose from: Multigrain/Rice/
Rice Unsalted/Spelt w/fl ax 

$2.99
$1.99

Find this in 
The freezer!
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Local Resource Article

Nutrition Response Testing is a non-invasive method of analyzing the body to determine 
the exact cause of illness or non-optimal health. How does Nutrition Response Testing 
work?  It’s a form of muscle testing where your body’s neurological refl exes are used in 
order to determine how your body’s nervous system is functioning.  It’s not a one-size-fi ts-all 
approach, which is why this method is so unique and so effective. 

According to Dr. Freddie Ulan, the originator of the technique, “Nutrition Response Testing enables us to test each patient at a 
core level and identify the real causes of dis-function.  We can now correct the root of the problem using time-tested nutritional 
protocols that are safe, sensible, and economic, which produce the results we have always felt were possible for our patients.” 

The human body has an amazing capability of being able to heal itself.

“Many people we encounter at Back to Wellness,” states Dr. Alphonso, “have eaten themselves into their current state of ill-health. 
Their defi ciencies/imbalances lead to a breakdown of the body’s ability to cope with environmental stresses. However, the good 
news is that it is possible to reverse the process through Nutrition Response Testing.” 

Nutrition Response Testing is used by thousands of health practitioners of all types and specialties across the US— chiropractors, 
osteopaths, and MDs. Dr. Alphonso graduated with a certifi cation in Advanced Clinical Training in Nutrition Response Testing in 
Clearwater, Fl.  There are currently only a few hundred doctors worldwide who have completed the Advanced Clinical Training.  

“The Advanced Clinical Training I received has proven invaluable in my practice.  Not only have my hands-on clinical skills 
become extremely sharpened, but my ability to handle patients making realistic dietary and lifestyle changes have become easier 
as well.  Patients that left me spinning before I obtained the Advanced Clinical Training are now handled with ease. What is the 
benefi t for patients who utilize a doctor who has completed the Advanced Clinical Training?  The patient can be handled more 
confi dently and exactly by the doctor.  The patient will also save themselves valuable time and money and will ensure a degree 
of certainty only obtainable by a doctor with the Advanced Clinical Training – the highest level of training available in Nutrition 
Response Testing.  Therefore, insist that the practitioner that you use has obtained the Advanced Clinical Training and verify their 
credentials and diploma.  My personal health and that of my wife’s and children would not have been corrected had I not used an 
Advanced Clinical Training doctor.” 

Call before April 1st to receive a FREE Initial Consultation and Health Analysis.

Nutrition Response Testing has helped with: hot fl ashes, chronic fatigue, joint pains, PMS, heart burn, digestive disorders, thyroid 
issues, headaches, infertility, allergies, sinus conditions, and much more. 

Dr. Alphonso has been serving the Central New York area for the past several years. His offi ce is located at 323 Route 5 West in 
Elbridge, NY 13060. Call him at 315/689-6140 or visit Back to Wellness on the web:  www.backtowellnesscny.com

Experience Nutritional 
Healing Breakthroughs with 
Nutrition Response Testing at 
Back to Wellness 

Dr. Anthony AlphonsoDr. Anthony AlphonsoDr. Anthony AlphonsoDr. Anthony AlphonsoDr. Anthony AlphonsoDr. Anthony AlphonsoDr. Anthony AlphonsoDr. Anthony AlphonsoDr. Anthony AlphonsoDr. Anthony AlphonsoDr. Anthony Alphonso
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Residential
Commercial
Insured & Bonded

Phone (315) 395 - 0176

SimplyGreenCC@Gmail.com

Jake & Ashley Hibbert

Cleaning Crew
   mply GreenS

Retreats,Clinics 
& Community 
Presentations

Infinite Light Yoga
Multi-level

Classes 6 Days
a Week 

Teacher Training 
Certification 
Program

www.InfiniteLightYoga.com 

Employee
Wellness Classes 

and Workshops

NEW: GENTLE YOGA CLASSES

 Laurie’s Therapeutic Massage
                                 “Healing Through Touch”

                 Laurie Flanagan LMT

                     $10 off a 1 Hour Massage

Located at 7211 E. Genesee St Fayetteville
or 6737 Lonsdale Rd Chittenango

Call for appointment (315) 440-5858
Expires 12/24/2010

 Kathy Kouwe
Young Living Essential Oils
Available at Natur-Tyme
Independent Distributor
Educator/Consultant since 1996

 
Visit me on the web: www.oilslady.com

Email: kathy@oilslady.com
Ph. 315-365-3739

Call: 315-246-2592

Check out these Local Resources

Fayetteville, N.Y. Practice
Hospital and Home Visits

bpeklo@gmail.com

Barbara E. Peklo
315-637-4586

REIKI
HEALING TOUCH

RECONNECTIVE HEALING

Dine-In or Take-Out
Healthier, Homestyle Food

Gluten-Free, Vegan & Vegetarian Options

315-752-0333
www.RNHolistic.com

8169 Brewerton Road/Route 11, Cicero at Rte 81 Exit 30

Speedy Greens
Organic Food Restaurant



 5898 Bridge Street.
East. Syracuse, NY 13057
RETURN SERVICE REQUESTED

Store Hours: Mon-Fri 9-8, Sat 9-6, Sun 12-5
Phone: (315) 488-6300  
www.natur-tyme.com 
Wendy Meyerson, Owner

Courteous, Professional Staff with Health & 
Wellness Educators, Licensed Cosmetologists, 
Vitamins, Supplements, Herbs, Foods for Special 
Diets, Personal Care Items, Bulk Foods, Pet Center

 The products and claims made about products 
throughout this publication have not been evaluated 
by the U.S. Food and Drug Administration. The 
material contained is for informational purposes 
only and is not intended to diagnose, prevent, treat, 
or cure any disease. Consult with your healthcare 
professional before undergoing any protocol.

 Printed in the USA using Soy Ink on Recycled Paper.

Connect with us Online

• Ticket Information and Keynote Speakers: Page 2

• Workshops and Cooking Demonstrations: Pages 4-7

• Dozens of Fun Vendors: Page 3

• New this Year: da Vinci Robot Demonstrations, 
Start your Day with Yoga, Aubrey Organics Mini-
Workshops, Free Professional Skin Analyses by Natur-Tyme 
Cosmetologist and Esthetician Christina Murgia: Pages 6-7

Achieve 
We11ness 
in 2011

Open up and Enjoy our 
Special Annual Health 

Extravaganza Issue!


